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Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated is an international women’s
organization that has established itself as the foremost network of socially
and politically conscious activists working to empower disenfranchised
communities.
On January 16, 1920, five trailblazers at Howard University in Washington,
D.C. sought to separate from the established organizations and founded a
new sisterhood predicated on the precepts of Scholarship, Service,
Sisterhood, and Finer Womanhood.
Zeta has been and continues to be the "Sorority of Firsts", creating best-inclass educational programming models like Stork's Nest and Z-HOPE, and a
family of youth and adult auxiliary groups to advance our local
communities.
With more than 120,000 members inducted, Zeta has become one of the
world’s foremost movements for social justice and civic change. Members of
Zeta are called to a higher purpose of Finer Womanhood. Zeta women are
achievers and leaders in every field in more than 800 communities across
the United States, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and Europe.
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ATLANTIC REGION DIRECTOR

Dear Sorors and Amicae
It is the Year of the Amicae and of the Youth! In this issue we are
celebrating our journey with our Auxiliaries. We will also explore the
various roles members of our region play within the Centennial
Commission. We are less than two and one-half years from our historic
moment in time. We as a region must know what to expect and to do our
part to help achieve Centennial goals.
It is the time of year that we convene in the Atlantic Region to handle the
business of Zeta as an Atlantic Region body. We do so through workshops.
We do so through our business sessions. And we do so through our
presentations, celebrations and networking. We work and build for two
years and over the course of two and one half days—we dedicate every
waking moment to Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated.
Thank you. Take it all in. Embrace the experience. Enjoy Zeta!
Sisterly,

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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Team Atlantic
Being “awesome” does not happen by chance; it is
the outward display of hard work, dedication and
impeccable teamwork. The states and countries of
the Atlantic Region are constantly growing and
building upon the principles of our illustrious
sorority. Without Team Atlantic, the progress within
the region would not be possible. Thank you to the
State Directors of the Atlantic Region for their
commitment to blazing new paths!

Martha Sims-Wilson
Delaware State Director

Nilda E. Rivera, Esq.
New York State Director

Danielle R. Green
Maryland State Director

Barbara A. Cousar
Pennsylvania State Director

Anjanette Highsmith
New Jersey State Director

Annette Draper-Moore
Tri-State Director

“Behind every successful woman is a tribe
of other successful women who have her back.”
www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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As Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Incorporated
approaches her 100th
year, the Atlantic
Region would like to
dedicate the October
2017 issue of the
Atlantic Advance to
the region’s roadway
to centennial.
Also in this issue,
from the Youth to our
Amicae, we explore
The Year of The
Auxiliary!

CENTENNIAL PLANNING

Danielle R. Green
Visionary Coordinator, Atlantic Region
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Jaqueline Lemon-Denton
Centennial Representative

Almost 100 years ago, Zeta Phi Beta Sorority was born and began its journey
as a “community conscious, action-oriented organization” near and far. As
Centennial approaches, the objectives for the sorority are: Honor our
FOUNDERS, strengthen our ideals of Scholarship, Service, Sisterhood, and
Finer Womanhood, celebrate the power of our legacy, engage all members of
the Blue and White Family, exhibit professional and personal growth and
development, and build valued partnerships.
Atlantic Region Sorors heard Zeta’s call for Centennial Planning and stepped
up to serve in very special ways.

Tamara Grimes-Stewart
CSR (Chapter-State-Region) Director

Dr. Stacie N.C. Grant
Centennial Commission Visionary Advocate

“Although my role is just a small piece of our ‘Journey to Centennial’, I am excited about the work that
we do and it is my goal to increase the number of chapters who participate. Thank you to all the
chapters, states, and regions who have representatives on our monthly calls.”

– Soror Grimes-Stewart

ATLANTIC REGION CENTENNIAL DONORS
“It’s more than a payment, it’s a contribution to a vision.”
2020 Visionaries is ZPHIB2020’s
primary fundraising campaign to
help acquire the vision for
Centennial. Through this selffunded effort, the funds received
are being used to avoid
assessments
for
Sorority
members and to provide
outstanding Centennial events .
There are different donor levels
Sorors can partake in that come
with various benefits including,
pins,
discounts,
special
invitations and more!
Within the Atlantic Region, two
Sorors donations granted them
recognition as Founders’ Society
Donors. They shared with the
Atlantic Advance why it was
important to them to contribute
to Centennial in this way and
why they believe every Soror
should fin a way to participate.

Soror Charbet Duckett

Soror Gina Merritt-Epps

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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Soror Charbet Duckett
As a CSR and chair of her chapter’s centennial committee, Soror Charbet Duckett constantly
encourages Sorors to commit what they can to Zeta initiatives. For Soror Duckett, due to a fortunate
change in finances, she was able to fulfill her commitment sooner than expected.
“I chose to be a Founder Society Donor because I believed that over the five years I could afford to
make an annual payment of $2,000 per year. Along the way my financial situation changed that
allowed me to pay my commitment sooner than the 5 years,” Soror Duckett said. “Also, I believe that
we should all contribute a fair share. I am blessed to be able to contribute in this way and so soon. I
understand that these activities take money for us to enjoy what we want. It is not the only way that I
have contributed and it shouldn’t be for others as well.”
Although monetary contributions are not the only way to get involved on the road to Centennial and
beyond, Soror Duckett suggests for Sorors looking to donate to start with what they can. “Start giving
something,” she said. “ Start an automatic month payment of $25, you will be at $300 in a year.
Adjust it as you are able. You do not know where you might end up in a couple of years.” Our
positions in life are always subject to change, but in this case, Soror Duckett reminds us to imagine
what the Centennial could and should look like. Through this vision, finding avenues to chip-in and
make an impact can be discovered.
Overall, the spirit of Centennial has Soror Duckett excited to paint D.C. blue and white in 2020. In
addition to the celebrating sisterhood and relishing in the greatness of reaching a milestone, she is
looking forward to seeing how this propels Zeta into the next phase of service excellency for the
community. In her opinion, this is not only an opportunity to reenergize current Sorors but an ability to
attract future Finer Women.
“I want to see us get to 50,000 active Sorors. Why shouldn’t we use this opportunity to make that
happen!”

Soror Gina Merritt-Epps
Since joining Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated in 1987, Soror Gina Merritt-Epps has worked
diligently to add to the advancement of Zeta through actions and financial support. For Soror MerrittEpps, upholding our entry-level promise of giving our “talent and treasure” to Zeta is one she has
never taken lightly.
Becoming a Founder Society Donor is more than making a donation for her, it is an honor and
blessing that rises above accolades. “I count it an honor to be able contribute to the journey to
Centennial at the highest level,” Soror Merritt-Epps said. “One of the highlights of my Zeta journey
was meeting Founder Myrtle Tyler Faithful at a Founders' Day event held on the campus of Howard
University in 1992. My donation is in honor of Founder Faithful and that wonderful moment. [It] is an
expression of my gratitude for this sisterhood.”
When asked what advice she would give to Sorors who are interested in donating financially but may
not have the means to give the amount they desire Soror Merritt-Epps offered these words of
encouragement: “The amount of time and money that each Soror has will vary over time, but
upholding our oath means that every Soror should give to Zeta to the best of her ability. Stay
financial. Stay active. Represent Zeta well. Make God, yourself and your family your priority but honor
your oath by being organized and implementing a plan that allows you to donate to and use your
skills for the Centennial and beyond.”
In regards to Centennial approaching, Soror Merritt-Epps said it is a privilege to be a Zeta at this
historic time. “If given an opportunity to speak to the founders on the day Centennial, first, I'd say
thank you and next, I'd ask what I could do better to carry out the vision that they had for Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Inc.”

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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Year of the

“A friend is one that knows you as you
are, understands where you have been,
accepts what you have become, and still
gently allows you to grow.”

Atlantic Region Amicae Reflection

Zeta Amicae at 2015 ARLC

As Zeta Amicae approach their 70th year of friendship with
the ladies of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated, the Atlantic
Region would like to thank the Atlantic Amicae for all of their
support and commitment to the advancement of the region
overall.
In light of the Year of the Auxilary, The Atlantic Advance
connected with the current Atlantic Region Amicae President,
Wanda G. Bryant-Ison, the 16th Atlantic Region Amicae
President, Sheila Etheridge and the 15th Atlantic Region
Amicae President, Yvonne Shannon. Amicae Bryant-Ison,
Etheridge and Shannon reflected upon their time as Amicae
and the growth of Amicae within the
Atlantic Region.

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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When reaching a milestone, whether it be within an organization or
in one’s personal life, it is guaranteed to come with outstanding
memories. For Amica Bryant-Ison, her fondest Amicae memory was
rooted in the 2015 Atlantic Region Leadership Conference.
“My proudest moment had to be at the last conference when we
honored and went over all of our history of Zeta Amicae coming into
the Atlantic Region,” Friend Bryant-Ison recalled. “We tracked back
to find out how many presidents we have had and I found out I am
the 17th president. We honored all of our Amicae presidents and
had several in attendance. Being able to accomplish that was a big
moment!”
Amica Etheridge reflected on the 2008 Boule, Amicae 60th year, as
her most cherished moment as an Amica so far because the
recognition the Zeta Amicae received from the Zetas was very
moving in her eyes.
“That was very memorable honor because we had a great turnout
with the Amicae and that was the greatest moment of recognition
we had received with the Zetas,” Amica Etheridge said.
The support from her Amicae sisters is what Amica Shannon focused
on and she recounted one very special moment that she says she
will never forget. It was the year she was to become the Atlantic
Region Amicae President and at that time she felt as though she was
not ready to take on such a role, but one of her Amicae sisters,
Maxine White, assured her that she was more than ready to live up
to the task at hand.
www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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“It’s amazing having people believe in you like that. I remember
telling her, ‘I don’t have a resume’ and she said, ‘Oh, Shannon, I can
write about you.’ That was one of my best moments, that and
coming in contact with my Amicae sisters all over and becoming the
first Amicae President from the state of New Jersey,” Amica
Shannon said. “Just being an Amica is one of my most outstanding
things.”
In addition to their reflections on their proudest moments as
Amicae thus far, Amica Bryant-Ison, Etheridge and Shannon also
shared their thoughts on how much the relationship between Zetas
and Zeta Amicae has developed. Amica Bryant-Ison began with a
look back to the inception of Zeta Amicae. “I believe when Amicae
first began, no one could imagine how much it would grow over the
year,” she said. However, Amicae has grown and flourished
immensely and over her time as an Amica, current Atlantic Region
President Bryant-Ison has seen Zeta Amicae go on to obtain
degrees, become members of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated
or other organizations of their choosing.
Amica Etheridge also co-signed the ideal of progression. When she
first became an Amica, she said there seemed to be a disconnect
among Zeta Amicae and Zetas because the acknowledgment from
the Zetas was not present. They felt as though the Zetas did not
have an understanding of their presence, but as time went on that
recognition and camaraderie has improved. In her opinion, the
inclusion has grown but still can be improved upon. Also in terms of
improvement and moving forward, Amica Etheridge expressed her
wanting of the brothers of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Incorporated
www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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to also acknowledge Amicae as a part of the Blue and White family’s
auxiliary collective.
Amica Shannon mentioned she has seen Zeta grow and go
backwards at times, but overall, her pride in being a Zeta Amicae
does not shift during the hard times in the sisterhood. One major
point Amica Shannon wanted to share surrounded the idea of
having a degree. The women of Amicae may not have degrees for
various reasons, but they are still just as important and beneficial to
the Zetas within their respective states, regions and internationally.
Amica Shannon wanted to remind Zetas new and seasoned that
their friendship to the sisterhood does not lie in accolades but it is
housed in the commitment they have made to be a friend through
good times and bad, regardless of what circumstances may arise.
Honing in the Atlantic Region, they all agreed that under Atlantic
Region Director, Soror Janet Y. Bivins, the inclusion of Zeta Amicae in
the region has expanded. Compared to years ago, Amica Etheridge
said the connection faced many snags but they have seen more
positive changes around the regions and on the international scale.
Amica Bryson-Ison also highlighted the works of International Grand
Basileus Mary Breaux Wright as another reason the Zeta Amicae
and Zeta friendship has enhanced.
Overall, through the growth Amicae have seen within the region
and in Zeta overall, Amica Bryant-Ison, Etheridge and Shannon hope
Zetas continue to learn about Amicae, their purpose and what their
friendship means. Amica Bryant-Ison left the Atlantic Advance with

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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this:

“I hope when Amicae sing our hymn and the Zetas are in the room
they truly listen to the lyrics. We are not just saying the words to say
words, we are singing them because they mean something to us
and sum up the reasons we do what we do.”

“We’ll be your friends, we bear the name Amicae
We’ll be your friend for we will always care
We’ll be your friends thru trials and thru hardships
We’ll be your friend for we have much to share…
Zeta Phi Beta, through life’s busy moments
Amicae will ask God to bless you all.”
-Amicae Hymn

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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Year of the Youth

“We cannot always build the future for our youth, but
we can build our youth for the future.”
– Franklin D. Roosevelt

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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OOZ Chapter Archonettes
Attend a Mentor Day Program
Submitted By Omicron Omicron Zeta Chapter

On Saturday, September 16, 2017 the Archonettes of Omicron
Omicron Zeta Chapter attended the Three Doctors Foundation
Mentor Day at University High School in Newark, New Jersey.
The Mentor Day was a special day of career enrichment for youth in
grades 6 through 12. Students and their parents/guardians
participated in a day filled with mentorship, empowerment and fun!
Designated affiliates of the Three Doctors served as mentors and
volunteers for the interactive day along with The Three Doctors.
The Archonettes were excited about the various activities and left
with information to strengthen their career and college choices.
The Three Doctors are: Sampson Davis MD, Rameck Hunt MD &
George Jenkins DMD. The Doctors have authored three books: The
Pact: Three Young Men Make a Promise and Fulfill a Dream; We
Beat the Street: How a Friendship Pact Led to Success; and The
Bond. The Three Doctors Foundation mission is to inspire and
motivate youth through education, to achieve leadership and career
success in their community through the formation of positive peer
and mentor relationships. The Three Doctors Foundation stands on
the premise that “Our Children Can Not Aspire To Be What They
Can Not See.”

Youth Advisor and Archonettes posing with the doctors.

www.atlanticregionzetas.org ATLANTIC ADVANCE | 19

Youth Around t he Region
From service to educational obligations and everything in between, our
Pearlettes, Amicettes and Archonettes are making strides!

SAT PREP certificate ceremony
for completing the 4 month SAT
Prep course that was done with
the Rho Eta Zeta Chapter youth
auxiliary. A follow-up continues
with students today who are
college-focused. As a result, one
student graduated from High
School and has now started
college this year in Baltimore.
Soror Virginia Roberts created
and led this SAT Prep event
February 2017, stay tuned for SAT
Prep 2018.

Congratulations to
Sigma Kappa Zeta Chapter
Pearlettes and Amicettes in
doing their 1st Autism
Speaks Walks! The
Amicettes surpassed their
fundraising goal by $120!

Youth Around t he Region
From service to educational obligations and everything in between, our
Pearlettes, Amicettes and Archonettes are making strides!

Tau Delta Zeta Soror Kalilah
Catlett facilitated a STEM
workshop for youth at the
Zeta Organizational
Leadership (ZOL)
Conference in July. She is
shown with some of the
youth from the Atlantic
Region along with 20th
International President, Dr
Jylla Moore Tearte.

Youth and advisors
at the ZOL
Conference in July.

Youth Around t he Region
From service to educational obligations and everything in between, our
Pearlettes, Amicettes and Archonettes are making strides!

Kappa Epsilon Zeta
Archonettes and
Advisors after Former
Archontte Daisha
Tucker’s new member
presentation show. Soror
Tucker is a charter
member of the Epsilon
Phi Chapter (University
of Bridgeport).
Zeta Delta Zeta Chapter
took on the topic of
bullying. Their Archonettes
learned to build each
other's self-esteem by
complimenting each other,
presenting the crown to
the Archonette and then
wearing your personal
crown of compliments!

Youth Around t he Region
From service to educational obligations and everything in between, our
Pearlettes, Amicettes and Archonettes are making strides!

Epsilon Rho Zeta
Chapter kicks off the
2017-2018 R.O.Y.A.L.
Miss Blue Revue
Debutante Program
with Mother Daughter
Tea

Sorors of Phi Zeta Zeta
took 2 Amicettes and 1
of their Archonettes
to see the screening of
STEP in August

Youth Around t he Region
From service to educational obligations and everything in between, our
Pearlettes, Amicettes and Archonettes are making strides!

Lambda Gamma Zeta
Pearlettes and
Amicettes June
induction ceremony

Rho Eta Zeta Youth
auxiliary partake in a
community clean-up

Undergraduate’s Corner

On November 15, 2015, the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated Pi
Lambda Zeta Chapter hosted an informational on the campus of
University of Bridgeport. Over a year later, on December 9, 2016, the
Epsilon Phi Chapter was born and began its spread of Finer Womanhood
on campus. With almost a year under their belt, the Atlantic Advance
caught up with the elite and elusive ladies to reflect on what they have
accomplished thus far and what they hope to accomplish in the future.

Left to right: Daisha Tucker, Ashlica Malcolm, Latisha Billups, Luce Estiverne, and Blessing Alomaja

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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Atlantic Advance: Why was it important to the
charter members to bring Finer Women to the
University of Bridgeport?
Soror Billups: The University of Bridgeport Greek
Community placed a certain stigma on campus.
From the outside looking in, it was not welcoming.
It seemed as if being Greek was nothing more than
high society. Bringing finer women onto campus
brings a presence that once wasn’t here before. We
charted on campus not to be better
than any other org, but to best represent what we
stand for while working with others. We proudly
represent ourselves as Finer Women, who exuberate
our principles with ease and class. Our mission is
to serve the student body by not only hosting
programs that they will enjoy, but also to enhance
their well-being.
Atlantic Advance: As you worked to bring Zeta to
the campus, did you feel supported by the
university? Your graduate chapter? The region?
Soror Alomaja: The University of Bridgeport Greek
council wasn’t really open to any expansion of any
new Greek organization. Together we worked ten
times harder in order to make them realize that this
campus needed Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
Eventually, everything worked in our favor and we
chartered at the University of Bridgeport. Many
people on campus supported us from, close
friends, other Greek organizations to faculty. Pi
Lambda Zeta, which is our graduate chapter,
supported us from the very beginning. They made
sure everything went smoothly with our transition.
The support was real. We are grateful for all the
support we received from the Bridgeport area as a
whole.
Atlantic Advance: What has this chartering
experience taught you?
Soror Tucker: Chartering is a wonderful experience
and title for us to hold, but it comes with a large
amount of responsibility. Nearly all the chapters’
foundation starts with us and what we do.
Chartering as an undergraduate chapter in Zeta is a
big learning process. There are many trials and
errors but you have other women you can rely on
who help to keep you on track. Most importantly,
the chapter’s history starts with you. Meaning
future members will have someone to admire. It
encourages you to be a better leader who's ready
for anything that may delay any progress or
processes. Lastly, chartering motivates you to be
more dedicated to Zeta and what the sorority as a
whole has to offer to you. It’s filled with many
struggles but it a lifelong experience you can grow
and prosper from.
Atlantic Advance: What has been your best Zeta
moment on the campus so far?
Soror Alomaja: There are so many moments that I
enjoyed since becoming a Zeta on campus. It’s so
hard to choose. Our first Meet the Greeks on
campus really has my vote because it’s an amazing
feeling to finally have another divine 9 on campus.

We worked so hard to charter Zeta on campus that
being apart of Greek council was something I
looked forward too. It felt so good to finally
represent Zeta Phi Beta as a recognized
organization at the University of Bridgeport. Many
people were excited to meet and see us
perform. We graced the stage with our Finer
presence and nailed our performance. The love and
support was real.
Atlantic Advance: How has becoming a Zeta
changed you personally and as a campus leader?
Soror Malcolm: Becoming a sister of Zeta Phi Beta
has allowed me to become more confident in my
abilities to serve others and lead. I was always an
intrinsic motivator, pushing myself to go above and
beyond to accomplish my goals and exceed
expectations. Becoming a Zeta built my confidence
to really appreciate myself and the work I do, but
also stay humble and realize the work my sisters
and I do is necessary for ourselves and the
community. Zeta has also helped me become a
more influential campus leader. Being able to use
Zeta as a platform allows our chapter to host a
diverse variety of academic, social, and cultural
programs to better integrate the school community.
Atlantic Advance: What is your hope for the growth
of Epsilon Phi?
Soror Estiverne: My hope for the growth of Epsilon
Phi is to be able to go back 10 year or 20 years
from now and to see ladies just like us or even
better coming into the chapter and represent Zeta
as an organization but to also be influential and
making an impact on the University. I believe that
when an individual is willing to learn and grow as
they go their way, they are able to bring each
lesson that they learn to make the chapter even
better than what it is and bring changes for next
ladies that want to join the chapter.
Atlantic Advance: Anything else you would like to
share?
Epsilon Phi Chapter: Chartering the Epsilon Phi
Chapter has taught us all a lesson: “Good things
come to those who wait.” On November 15, 2015,
the Prestigious Pi Lambda Zeta Chapter of Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority, Incorporated hosted an informational
the University of Bridgeport. Since then, we have
been working diligently to be where we are today.
As charter members, we are laying down
groundwork for all years beyond Epsilon Phi.
Through the ups and downs, we cannot imagine
chartering this chapter others than the people we
started with. We are far from perfect; everything we
do is a learning curve. Membership has given us the
opportunity to set our chapter apart from anyone
else’s. We are grateful that we had the opportunity
purse membership through such an illustrious
organization.

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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Who’s the finest on the yard?

Nu Theta Chapter
(University of Connecticut)

Gamma Kappa Chapter
(Rutgers University)

Upsilon Chapter
(Delaware State University)

Eta Beta Chapter
(University of Maryland Eastern Shore)

Eta Chapter
(Temple University)

Sigma Nu Chapter
(Johnson & Wales University)

Colleges and Universities across the region Agree,

these are the finest undergrads they‘ve ever seen!

www.atlanticregionzetas.org
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Atlantic Region 57th Leadership Conference

Did you attend the
Atlantic Region 57th
leadership conference?

Email your photos to
atlrgnwebmistress@gmail.com
for a chance to be featured in our
2017 ARLC Memory Book!

Until next time, thank you for reading and thank
you for making the Atlantic Region Awesome!
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